Density functional theory calculations of optical rotation: employment of ADZP and its comparison with other basis sets.
Density function theory calculations of frequency dependent optical rotations ([alpha]omega) for 30 rigid chiral molecules are reported. Calculations have been carried out at the sodium D line frequency, using the augmented double zeta valence quality plus polarization functions (ADZP) basis set and the BP86 nonhybrid and B3LYP hybrid functionals. Gauge-invariant atomic orbitals were used to guarantee origin-independent values of [alpha]D. Comparison between corresponding results obtained with nonhybrid and hybrid functionals as well as with theoretical optical rotations reported in the literature is done. Excited electronic states of three molecules are also discussed in light of circular dichroism spectra and B3LYP and BP86 calculated excitation energies and rotatory strengths. One verifies that the B3LYP/ADZP results are in better agreement with experiment.